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1. (a)     . 14 

  Explain Bharatmuni’s Rasasutra according to Anuk tivāda. 
                      /OR 

  -,        -  
. 

  -,        Explain. 

 (b)     (  )  4 

  Answer in short : (Any two) 
  (1)       ?  

   Rasa ni patti  has been done by the coincidence of what ? 
  (2) ‘’    ? 

   Who is called ‘Nā ya’ ? 
  (3)        ? 

   Rasasūtra is presented in which chapter of nā ya śāstra ? 
  (4)       ?  

   What is Samyaka Pratiti according to Śa kuka ? 
 
2. (a)       – . 14 

  Explain -       
                      /OR 

          .  
  Assert the opinion of Bhatta Lollata and show its perfection and limitation. 
 (b)     (  )  4 

  Explain statement : (Any two) 
  (1)    –    . 
   Write a brief explanation of    
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  (2)       ? 

   How many number of   ?  

  (3)         ? 

   Śa kukanā  anuk ti vāda can be compared with whom ? 

  (4) ‘’     ?  

   Who is called Bh–og
–
ik ti’ ?  

 

3. (a) -   . 14 

  Discuss the stages of history of Fault Thinking (D–o a-vicāra ānā) 

                      /OR 

    ‘’  . 
  Explain the position of ‘fault’ (D–o a) in the poetic feature.  

 (b)     3 

  Answer in short : 
  (1)       ? 

   How many types of Faults (D–o a) are there according to Anandavardhan ? 

  (2)         ? 

   Who had define    ? 

  (3)        ? 

   How many total types of blemish were characterized by Bhamah ? 
 

4. (a)       . 14 

  According to Kavyalankar describe in detail Faults (D–o a). 

                      /OR 

           . 
  Define and explain Faults (D–o a),  and  with an example. 

 (b)     3 

  Answer in short : 

  (1) ‘ ’   ?  
   What is ‘ ’ ? 

  (2)      ? 

   Who stated   ? 

  (3)      ? 

   Who mentioned Cyutasansk ti d–o a  ? 
_____________ 


